Permeable Holland
3.93" x 7.87"
Shown: Sand and Moss Permeable Holland installed in a running bond pattern.
Permeable Holland mimics a permeable paving system. Permeable Holland is available in either a standard or tumbled texture. This paving stone and is ADA compliant and can withstand runoff from any rainstorm. It is a permeable paving system.

Product Details:
- Size (in inches): 3.93 x 7.87
- Stones per Pallet: 432
- Stones per Sq Ft: 4.76
- Sq Ft per Stone: .21

Stones can be custom cut, or discarded if required due to design considerations. Cuts, or discarded stones, along with the full units, used for biochemical aggregate exposure is inherent in all concrete products and exact matches cannot be guaranteed. Not all products are stocked in all colors. Charts with more product related color availability are shown from product pages. Colors and textures represented in print and online are as close as possible to the actual product. Photographic techniques, printing techniques and viewing monitors — as well as actual viewing conditions — can alter perception of color.

Drum compaction is required for installation. This product is produced, cut, or tumbled texture. This paving stone and is ADA compliant and can withstand runoff from any rainstorm. It is a permeable paving system.